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About This Game

Have you ever faced your fears? Now you can in Final Rest. This is an experience that tests your fears, while you are
undergoing surgery and you wake up in a nightmare. You will experience the story of the butcher, who used to roam the halls of

the asylum, now turned hospital and experience what he has done to his victims first hand.

Final Rest

is a short non-interactive horror experience (approximately 4 minutes) that is intended to be given at a party using props. It
allows a party host to scare the guest, while they are facing some of the many phobias people have like: rats, spiders, fierce dogs,
hypodermic needles, blood, claustrophobia and even death itself. This experience was created with the idea of using props like a
feather duster, can of compressed air, spray bottle of water and other items to give the guest an unexpected surprise while they

are taken to their Final Rest.

To win prizes upload your videos of your victims being frightened on social media using hashtag #FinalRestVR or reply to the
trailer on Youtube and we will be choosing the winners bi-weekly and promoting your video on our social media sites.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5gu73F5344
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Title: Final Rest
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Slipgate Studios
Publisher:
Slipgate Studios
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Haha... This game was crazy... and I loved it!
. There is everything, the search for objects, puzzles. The scene with the search for objects here is really a lot, and the passage
of the puzzle that gets stuck in the search scene of the object. The scenes are not very complicated, but there are some difficult
moments.. It's quite hard if u got the controll., if didn't get the controll, it will be brutally hard.
Fun and Engaging one.. Go for it... At first glance this game will look like some sort of Monkey Island ripoff. And in a way, that
might be the way to describe it. Personally, I think it's more of a love letter to adventure games of yesteryear, combining the
atmosphere and humor typical of major adventure games of the 90s with a few modern twists, including quests to find hidden
pieces of eight and crackers, and a clever hint system should you choose to use it. If there's one thing that I dislike about many
modern adventure games, it's that they give hints much too easily. Making the puzzles difficult to solve and not forcing hints
down your throat is better for an adventuring experience.
The developer commentary is quite fun and at times hilarious to listen to, ranging from anecdotes on the game's development to
outtakes from the voice artists. (Be on the lookout for Janes singing "Party In The USA!") The addition of unlockable character
profiles and artwork does feel like an attempt to put in some artificial replay value, but that's really my only major complaint
with the game.
Overall, if you want a short but sweet ride through a colorful world created as an homage to 90s adventures, I recommend giving
this game a shot.. I get into the game but it freezes every time :/. Decided to give EXIT a try after watching a few videos and
previews of the game. I enjoyed playing through the various levels this game offers. At first glance, it's a tiny bit pricey at
$8.99, but given the amount of content and the future updates that will include many more levels to play through, you'll be
getting more than enough value for the price.

Music is solid. Controls are responsive, with only one ball being allowed to move at a time. You can use the keyboard or mouse
to move the balls around.

Gameplay is simple to pick up on with easy levels at first to show you the basics. Simple objective to get all the balls into their
matching color slots. All levels are pure logic, with no guessing needed. It's more learning the mechanics and obstacles in later
levels and seeing how they play into solutions.

You can play in Casual, Normal, or Pro. Only difference is the tighter time limits as you go up on difficulty. So in Pro, you'll
want to have solid routes planned already. Achievements are not that hard to get after a little practice. Once you beat a group of
levels, you can practice the individual levels to learn new strategies, which can help in getting achievements and getting through
Pro if you want to go that way.

Overall, a very solid puzzle game. Good amount of replay value if you're trying to improve chapter stats. With the future
updates, this will get more value.. Like Runaway 1, it's not the best adventure game out there. However, I still liked it even more
than the first. It's true that there are many annoying parts, such as not being able to skip animations, or having to repeat the same
action many times. In this way, The Dream of the Turtle is perhaps worse than the first game. Despite these potentially major
problems however, I think it's still possible to fully enjoy this game. The story and characters make you want to keep playing,
even if you have to use a walkthrough for a significant percentage of the puzzles like I did. Besides, there is a lot of humor and
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crazy situations to keep things interesting.

To get the best experience, I would play Runaway: A Road Adventure first. That way you'll be more invested in the world of
Runaway, which will make it easier and more enjoyable. Overall a very good adventure game with many laughs and references
that really got me pumped for Runaway 3 (which was truly amazing by the way).
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This is actually, genuinely one of the best-designed games of last year. Really clever design, amazing soundtrack, top-notch
visuals, well worth the price.. Purchased at $2.50

Fun little time waster of a game, but it couldn't hold my attention enough to get through the campaign. It's too linear, and the
star requirements to unlock later levels are too harsh. I got tired of replaying stages and failing to get better rankings, while
learning no lessons to improve my skills, so now I'm stuck. Fun while it lasted.. This is more of a book and less of a game. . . No
gameplay at all. Very disappointed.. This takes a unique style to a basic rhythm game. Most of the songs are good but the final
song I kinda find lack luster. The final practice stage before the song sounds better than the actual song. Overall the enjoyment
was worth the price but I would say the price is a little high for a rhythm game with 6 songs. Where in other rhythm games like
osu that are free you have 7 songs and infinite community made songs.

note: world 4 best song and graphics are good on each level. Like many other HOG games published by Artifex mundi this
game is more of the same, polished and consistent visuals, simple story and puzzles, decent ho scenes and pretty enjoyable
gameplay. Game have pretty obvious Bioshock inspiration but not taking it to far, just a inspiration here and there :).
Unfortunately the game only looks good if you happen to have stamp sized screen (800x600 looks ok).
Tried running it 1920x1080, and results were horrible.

Menu desing was horrible, you could atleast give player a brief of what theyre doing there and some settings could be set up at
fly (mouse speed)

Idea great, pricepoint should be twice lower if this is really going to be playable.

At the moment, it aint a full game.  It still has potential.

. this is one of the worst games that i ever palyed. no story, bored, low amount of weapons and lineage. dont buy and
dont play this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. and story 4 hours GG :D haha. Must have character
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